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WHAT’S NEW? 

Welcome, friends, to Issue 2 of the ALPHA Education Quarterly 

Review! So far, 2017 has been a busy and exciting year for us, and 

we are thrilled to share the following developments with you. As 

always, we invite you to explore our work more in-depth on our 

website. 

Unit 731 Internship: We are thrilled to announce the launch of a new 

joint internship between ALPHA Education and the Unit 731 museum 

and research centre in Harbin! This June, we will be sending a small 

group of undergraduate interns to Harbin to do primary source 

document research, in order to help facilitate further scholarship in 

this area. As well, they will help maintain and strengthen our existing 

research exchange with the Unit 731 museum and research centre, 

returning with primary source documents for transcription and 

annotation as part of our Digital Archive Project. 

Hong Kong University Interns: This summer, we will continue our 

partnership with the University of Hong Kong’s Social Innovation and 

Global Citizenship program. Three promising undergraduate students 

will join us in our Toronto office in July and August. These students will 

conduct research to contribute to our Digital Archive Project, and 

they will participate in experiential opportunities through “History + 

Art = Peace,” Peace Fest, and Camp P.U.L.S.E. As well, they will have 

the opportunity to explore the beautiful city of Toronto, and to learn 

about the unique values of Canadian society, particularly inclusivity 

and multiculturalism.  

University of Michigan, Global Scholars Program Interns: Our 

University of Michigan students have been doing a remarkable 

amount of research work for our growing Digital Archive Project. As 

a repository of primary source documents, accompanied by 

researched, analytic annotations, this archive will act as a research 

hub for future students and educators. These interns are contributing 

quality annotations, and expanding their research into engaging 

learning materials that we can use in our programming. Their final 

projects will be complete very shortly, at which point we will 

celebrate a very successful first year as partners with the Global 

Scholars Program!  

WHAT WE’RE READING 

Dawes, James. Evil Men. 

Cambridge: Harvard 

University Press, 2013. ISBN: 

978-0674416796 

An unflinching account of 

atrocity that deftly merges 

the academic with the 

deeply personal. Dawes 

draws on interviews with 

former members of 

Chukiren, an anti-war 

veterans group in Japan, in 

a transformative journey 

that explores a variety of 

paradoxes of atrocity. 

See pages 7-9 for our full 

review of this text! 
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In-School Workshops: We are deeply honoured to be 

able to work with today’s youth, introducing them to a 

lost history, helping them think through what it means to 

be a “global citizen,” and how to be an active, 

engaged member of society, working for peace and 

social justice. As such, we find deep fulfillment in our 

work with teachers and learners in Ontario schools, 

through our workshops, conferences, and professional 

development programs. By the end of May 2017, we will 

have facilitated educational opportunities at Bayview 

Secondary School, Weston Collegiate Institute, Marshal 

McLuhan Catholic Secondary School, and in board-

wide presentations in Peel and Halton, with new requests coming in weekly!  Please see the following links for 

information on our presentations, “History Meets Humanity” student conferences, and professional development 

workshops. If you would like to support our work with youth and educators, please click here.  

Bill 79, Nanjing Massacre Commemorative Day: 

Advocacy efforts for MPP Soo Wong’s Bill 79 continue at 

ALPHA. So far, the petition campaign has been incredibly 

successful, with over 60,000 signatures to date. If you 

would like to sign the petition or share it with others, please 

download it here, then print, sign, and send it to us at 

ALPHA (the mailing address is on the petition form). Please 

note that the due date for petitions has been extended to 

April 30, 2017. As well, the petition forms cannot be signed 

electronically – they must be printed and physically 

signed. We are currently accepting signed petitions until 

April 30, 2017. 

 

“The [Holocaust’s] lesson of ‘never again’ builds on our commitment to never forget. 

ALPHA has taken up the task of ensuring that Asia’s WWII history is never to be forgotten, 

but I think ALPHA’s mission should also be that of Ontario’s and that of Canada’s.” 

 – Alissa Wang, ALPHA’s University of Toronto Chapter  

ON OUR CALENDAR: UPCOMING ALPHA EVENTS 

Camp P.U.L.S.E.: It’s not too late to participate! Registration for Camp P.U.L.S.E. (Program for Understanding 

Leadership, Self-empowerment, and Exchange) – our international social justice summer camp – remains open 

until April 30, 2017! We have also extended the deadline for Toronto students to apply to be Peer Mentors at a 

discounted rate (April 30)!  

“History + Art = Peace”: We are still accepting visual art and creative writing submissions for our annual Art 

Exhibition at Toronto’s Metro Hall. This year’s theme is “Speak Your Peace: Voices for the Future,” and we are 

accepting submissions until June 9, 2017, for the exhibition running August 4th-11th, 2017 (coinciding with Peace 

Fest). 

http://www.alphaeducation.org/presentations
http://www.alphaeducation.org/student-conferences
http://www.alphaeducation.org/professional-development
http://www.alphaeducation.org/professional-development
http://www.alphaeducation.org/support-1
http://www.alphaeducation.org/bill-79
http://www.alphaeducation.org/leadership-camps-1
http://www.camp-pulse.com/
http://www.camp-pulse.com/registration-form
http://www.camp-pulse.com/peer-mentor-leadership-program
http://www.camp-pulse.com/peer-mentor-leadership-program
http://www.alphaeducation.org/upcoming-events
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Peace Fest: We have secured a date and location for this year’s celebration of peace! Peace Fest will take 

place on August 12, 2017, at Mel Lastman Square. Stay tuned for additional developments and a call for 

volunteers! 

Learn more about these and other exciting upcoming events on our website! 

AROUND THE OFFICE: OUR CURRENT PROJECTS 

First and foremost, the entire ALPHA family extends a warm and hearty welcome to Peggie, our new administrator! 

Peggie joined ALPHA Education in January 2017, and has quickly shown passion and enthusiasm for ALPHA’s 

mission. Following her first attendance at a board meeting, she expressed a sense of genuine awe at the sheer 

amount of work done by an office of only 5 staff members (though we are supported tremendously by our 

volunteers!). After a couple of months, she seems well-acclimated to our office culture, and we are all very 

thankful for her work, and look forward to a long future together! 

Flora (Executive Director): 2017 marks the 150th anniversary for Canada, 

80th anniversary for the Nanjing Massacre, and also the 20th anniversary for 

ALPHA. We’ve started our 20th year on a high note, with conferences, 

workshops, commemorative events, and internships filling up our calendar 

quickly! 

We are currently working hard to promote and support Ontario Bill 79 – a bill 

proposed by MPP Soo Wong that proclaims December 13 of every year as 

the Nanjing Massacre Commemorative Day -  in various communities, 

including the 100,000 signature petition campaign and extensive education 

work.  If ever passed by the Ontario government, the bill will become the 

first bill in western legislature to commemorate the atrocity that happened 

80 years ago in Nanjing. 

It is definitely another busy year for ALPHA and the entire team! 

Peggie (Office Administrator): I am currently helping in the 100,000 

signature petition campaign in support of Bill 79. It is an act to proclaim 

December 13th as the Nanjing Massacre Commemorative Day in Ontario.  

It is remarkable that over 60,000 signatures have been collected in the past 

few months. We would like to thank our volunteers for their amazing job! 

Besides this, we are also getting ready for the exciting summer events – 

Peace Fest and Camp P.U.L.S.E. 

Judy (Program Director): Wow, I ran 28 workshops in 10 weeks and the 

number keeps growing. It certainly has been the busiest time of the year 

in terms of educational outreach. Working directly with students is the 

most enjoyable part of my work and I value every conversation I have 

with them. Our much-anticipated program, Live Well, Take Action 

Ambassador Program for East Asian Youth is wrapping up the final week 

of 6 sessions. Students are soon to work on their group projects in which 

they can analyse our rich conversations over identity, culture, history and 

social activism, and turn this knowledge creatively into actions as their 

final projects. These projects will be shared through various outlets 

including TDSB Asian Heritage Student Symposium and our final event on May 24th.  

http://www.alphaeducation.org/upcoming-events
http://www.alphaeducation.org/volunteer
http://www.alphaeducation.org/volunteer
http://www.alphaeducation.org/bill-79
http://www.alphaeducation.org/bill-79
http://www.alphaeducation.org/bill-79
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Michelle (Project Coordinator): Since January, I’ve been busy 

delivering student conferences and workshops with ALPHA 

Education all around Toronto! In March, we participated in the 

TCDSB “Voices that Challenge” conference, which focused on 

the necessity of global leadership in today's changing world. In 

the month of March, ALPHA also organized our first “History Meets 

Humanity” conference of the year, under the title, The Plight and 

Courage of the "Comfort Women," which was held at KCCA for 

over 80 Grade 11 students. Our 2nd and 3rd HMH conferences will 

take place in early April and will engage over 300 students! I am 

very excited to be working on this as well as putting in the final 

preparations for Camp P.U.L.S.E.! 

 

Sarah (Director of Education): Multiple upcoming workshops, conferences, and 

presentations have me knee-deep in research on Unit 731, as I’ll be presenting on 

the ethics of biological and chemical warfare and the ethics of human 

experimentation at a few different educational events. As well, my team of 

volunteers for the Unit 731 Transcription Project and Digital Archive Project continues 

to grow, with 40+ dedicated individuals contributing to these projects. I’m thrilled to 

be evaluating some impressive research projects from our current interns, and I’m 

also reaching out to additional scholars and universities, in the interest of expanding 

our internship opportunities, as well as continuing our internships with the University 

of Michigan, Hong Kong University, and others. I’m also working on this newsletter, 

which I truly hope you’re enjoying! 

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT 

A key part of ALPHA Education’s mission and vision is to empower the next 

generation of researchers, scholars, social actors, and advocates for social justice. 

In this spirit, it is with tremendous happiness that we extend our deepest 

congratulations to Alissa Wang, who was just admitted into a Ph.D. program in Law 

and Political Science at the University of Toronto! Alissa has been part of the ALPHA 

family since her high school days, later acting as President of our ALPHA club at the 

University of Toronto. She has a bright mind and dazzling intellect, as well as the 

sense of community and an ethic of sharing that is central to advanced academic 

endeavours. Alissa, we couldn’t be more proud of you, and we look forward to 

cheering you on as you go on this journey! 

Another round of praise goes out to Adrian Zee, who is 

finishing up his time as the President of the ALPHA 

Education university chapter at Western University. 

Adrian is currently in his final term at Western, and will be 

graduating very shortly. He has put in tremendous effort 

in establishing and expanding the ALPHA chapter in his 

school, so we extend both our deep gratitude and our 

enthusiastic congratulatory sentiments his way! 

Congratulations, Adrian!  

Alissa Wang, presenting with ALPHA 

Education at Holocaust Education 

Week, 2016. 

Adrian Zee, looking particularly 

studious at last year’s University 

Chapter Retreat. 

http://www.alphaeducation.org/
http://www.camp-pulse.com/
http://www.camp-pulse.com/
http://www.alphaeducation.org/volunteer
http://www.alphaeducation.org/volunteer
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UPCOMING COMMUNITY EVENTS* 

May is Asian Heritage Month in Canada! As this year 

coincides with Canada 150 celebrations, there are a 

multitude of events throughout Ontario and across 

Canada celebrating those of Asian heritage, and the 

contributions to Canada’s diversity made by Asian and 

Pacific cultures. Here is a list of events 

presented by the Canadian Foundation for 

Asian Culture, in association with The Virtual 

Museum of Asian Canadian Cultural Heritage 

(VMACCH). 

 

Reel Asian: Asian Canada on Screen – Join the Toronto Public Library for an event that 

explores how Asian-Canadians have been represented in film! This free event is hosted by 

Elaine Chang, editor of the book, Reel Asian: Asian Canada on Screen, and will feature 

work from filmmakers Nicole Chung, Khanhthuan Tran, and Midi Onodera. Participants will 

see short films by each of these filmmakers, followed by interviews. 

Click here for the CBC’s listing of Asian Heritage Month events throughout Toronto and the 

GTA. 

Meet Author Joy Kogawa – The Toronto Public Library will be holding a meet-and-greet 

with renowned author, Joy Kogawa on Tuesday, May 2, 2017, from 7-8:30pm. She will read 

from her new book, Gently to Nagasaki in this Asian Heritage Month signature event. You 

can find details about this event here.  

For those interested in learning more about various aspects of Asian heritage, the Toronto 

Public Library has curated a recommended reading list for adults, teens, and children, in 

celebration of Asian Heritage Month. These books span a variety of Asian cultures, offering 

everyone something to learn!     

Spring Moon / 春明 , a New Play by Diana Tso –  Playwright and long-time ALPHA 

family member, Diana Tso, examines Chinese intergenerational relationships in Toronto 

in her new play, Spring Moon / 春明. Based on the real-life experiences and stories of 

members of Toronto’s Chinese community, this play draws on themes of resiliency, 

immigration, language, love, connection, and heritage. Input from Chinese youth and 

seniors elevates the authenticity of this story, and Canada’s multicultural heritage is 

honoured through the show’s use of Cantonese, Mandarin, English, and French 

languages, with Chinese and English surtitles. As part of the InterGEN Project, a 

production of the play will be directed by Karthy Chin with Mixed Company Theatre at 

The Citadel, Ross Centre for Dance in Toronto, with 6 showings from April 20-23, 2017.   

*Please note, ALPHA Education is not affiliated with these organizations or their events. 

http://www.vmacch.ca/alpha/events/index.html
http://www.vmacch.ca/beta/index.html
http://www.vmacch.ca/beta/index.html
http://www.vmacch.ca/beta/index.html
http://www.cbc.ca/asianheritage/2008/04/toronto_reel_asian_at_the_toro.html
http://www.cbc.ca/asianheritage/events_toronto_gta/
http://www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/detail.jsp?Entt=RDMEVT285138&R=EVT285138
http://www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/books-video-music/books/booklists/booklist.jsp?listTitle=Asian+Heritage+Month&listId=1ZW_XAZpv-F4nJRk65CfrVBNrCUzsAQA2s_2PyGKyorI&sheetId=o5qe4vj
http://www.mixedcompanytheatre.com/community/the-intergen-project/
http://www.mixedcompanytheatre.com/
http://colemanlemieux.com/citadel/
http://springmoon.brownpapertickets.com/
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Books 

 

Kimura, Maki. Unfolding the ‘Comfort Women’ Debates: Modernity, 

Violence, Women’s Voices. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016. 

ISBN: 978-1137392510. 

Zheng, Hong. Nanjing Never Cries: A Novel. Flowery Branch, 

Georgia: Killian Press, 2016. ISBN: 978-1944347000.  

 

 

Articles 

Espindola, Juan. “Why Historical Injustice Must be Taught in Schools.” Studies in Philosophy and Education 36 

(2017): 95-106. 

Article Abstract: In societies that have failed to confront past injustice, the most common justifications for the inclusion of 

history education within the school curriculum invoke the idea that those who cannot learn from the past are doomed to 

repeat it; or they appeal to goals such as reconciliation, or to the importance of recognizing and morally redressing the harm 

done to victims. These justifications are all sound and important. However, they must be supplemented with a justification of 

a different kind, one that appeals to a different kind of value, namely that of personal and political autonomy. When historical 

injustice is left unaddressed in school, so this paper argues, all children and adolescents are wronged, including those who 

were not involved in, or were directly affected by, past injustice. This is not simply because as a result they run the risk of 

repeating, or of being the victims of, behavior that caused past violence; or because without history education the harm 

done to their predecessors is left unacknowledged. They are wronged because ignorance of past injustice curtails the full 

exercise of their autonomous agency. It does so by denying them access to information that is crucial for evaluating their 

values and commitments. History education in schools can avoid this scenario, promoting autonomy instead. 

Hughes, Donna M., Katherine Y. Chon, and Derek P. Ellerman. “Modern-Day Comfort 

Women: The U.S. Military, Transnational Crime, and the Trafficking of Women.” Violence 

Against Women 13 no. 9 (2007): 901-922. 

Article Abstract: The trafficking of women has been a lucrative moneymaker for transnational 

organized crime networks, ranking third, behind drugs and arms, in criminal earnings. The U.S. 

military bases in South Korea were found to form a hub for the transnational trafficking of women 

from the Asia Pacific and Eurasia to South Korea and the United States. This study, conducted in 

2002, examined three types of trafficking that were connected to U.S. military bases in South Korea: 

domestic trafficking of Korean women to clubs around the military bases in South Korea, 

transnational trafficking of women to clubs around military bases in South Korea, and transnational 

trafficking of women from South Korea to massage parlors in the United States. 

 

Ward, Thomas J. and William D. Lay. “The Comfort Women Controversy: Not Over Yet.” East Asia 33 (2016): 255-

269. 

Article Abstract: During the World War II, up to 200,000 women, the majority of whom were Korean, were forced to provide 

sex to Japan’s military forces. The perceived refusal of Japan to fully take responsibility for the mistreatment of these “comfort 

women” has been a major obstacle to Japanese-Korean relations for a quarter of a century. Although the signing of the 

December 28, 2015 Agreement between Japan and Korea purported to “finally and irreversibly” solve the comfort women 

issue that has divided these two East Asian powers, the voices of Korean and Korean-American civil society indicate the 

contrary. American local, county, and state governments have become key battlegrounds in the conflict. As comfort women 

memorials across the USA proliferate, these governmental entities have allowed themselves to be caught up in incomplete 

narratives, whether Japanese or Korean. Against the backdrop of the tense geopolitics of today’s Asia-Pacific, a more 

responsible, comprehensive inquiry is needed to bring closure to a tragic chapter of human history.  

 

 

http://www.alphaeducation.org/
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BOOK REVIEW 

Dawes, James. Evil Men. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2013.  

“This book is about atrocity: what it looks like, what it feels like, what causes it, and how we might stop it.”1 

It is incredibly difficult, as an academic, to review a text like James Dawes’ Evil Men, which both is and is not an 

academic text. In its narrative style, with no formal chapters or divisions, it deftly bounces between segments of 

first-hand interviews with convicted war criminals from the Asia-Pacific War, researched theory (psychology, 

philosophy, sociology), philosophical reflections, and personal admissions, with a pace more akin at times to 

stream-of-consciousness than structured, academic argumentation. However, as a scholar, Dawes’ intellectual 

path is clearly lined by the works of those who came before him, touching on questions of ethics, narrative style, 

beauty, theodicy, agency, confession, and forgiveness, and drawing on questions raised by diverse thinkers, 

including Friedrich Nietzsche, Augustine, Martha Nussbaum, and Hannah Arendt,2 among many others. This text, 

however firm its academic foundations, is still one accessible to a non-academic audience – as Director of the 

Program in Human Rights and Humanitarianism at Macalester College, Dawes writes as a scholar; as a Professor 

of English, he writes as a writer. That is to say, he writes for his audience as much as he writes for himself and his 

ideas, and this is a text that is accessible enough to transcend the imaginary walls that border scholarly institutions. 

Evil Men is a unique work that seeks to plumb the depths of human capability, raising disturbing and difficult 

questions about what it means to be human, and offering no easy answers.   

Despite the difficulty of such a review, I’m committed to attempting to translate the value of this book, as it is an 

undeniably important read, and a timely one, being published just a few years ago, in 2013. While I cannot do 

Dawes’ journey its due justice in just a few pages, some background information is necessary: In developing this 

project, Dawes travelled to Japan to interview war criminals from the Asia-Pacific War, all of whom had been 

captured and held in prison camps for 10 years. This particular group was willing to talk, in part because they 

were members of Chukiren, an anti-war veterans group in Japan (formed in 1957, and now dissolved). Attacked 

as “communists” spreading “propaganda” when they speak out against war and against denial of Japan’s WWII 

war crimes, these veterans were shamed – not for participating in war crimes, but for publicly confessing to them. 

Frequently ostracized, they are deeply familiar with the social desire to bury the past, and the consequences of 

speaking up in a context where silence is the norm. For members of this group, however, telling their stories and 

advocating pacifism provides them with a “chance for life that wasn’t, finally, meaningless.”3  

Dawes uses his experience of interviewing war criminals to provide a set of considerations and meditations on 

much larger and more fundamental questions of human existence. Indeed, his primary area of interrogation is 

what some call the “human condition” – our need for closeness and community, our tendency to divide and 

harm, our desire for empathy and understanding, our history of violence and atrocity. This complicated set of 

paradoxes frame Dawes’ exploration in this book, and he wisely refuses to over-simplify the human experience 

to one or another pole of such binaries. With a keen eye for the nuances and challenges of any existential-

psychological investigation of humanity’s depths and heights, he avoids many of the pitfalls that often come 

with similar examinations, refusing to reduce humans to either our most depraved violations or our loftiest ideals. 

Instead, he seeks to hold these polarities simultaneously, accepting both extremes as part of what it is to be 

human, focusing instead on what elements of our shared, social experience influence our individual choices in 

                                                             
1 James Dawes, Evil Men (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2013), xi. 
2 Hannah Arendt having famously witnessed the proceedings of Nazi Adolf Eichmann’s trial, ultimately advocating a massively influential 

theory in her book, The Banality of Evil: A Report on Eichmann in Jerusalem. In this work, she suggests that some of the greatest “evils” humans 

commit often originate in an inability to think for oneself, or to think through the ramifications of one’s actions. With Eichmann’s primary 

defense being that he was just doing his duty by “following orders” when he sent trains full of innocent Jewish prisoners to die in concentration 

camps, it was his utter incapacity to see himself as an active agent, responsible for his own behaviours, that led Arendt to this premise.  
3 Dawes, 13. 
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one direction or the other. There is no resolution to the contradictions of being human in this book, nor should 

there be.  

When we study atrocity, we often hear of “dehumanization” – the process by which people are encouraged or 

conditioned to reduce others, to rob them of their humanity, to make them something extinguishable, 

inconsequential – to make the process of killing other humans easier. It is a process that has been repeated 

throughout history; wherever there is violence, there is dehumanization. Dawes understands this. His journey, 

however, seems to be one of re-humanization. That is, whether he (we?) can find the humanity in people who 

have committed undeniably monstrous acts (at one point, stating of one of his interviewees, “I was surprised he 

was so normal”4). Neither optimistic nor pessimistic, his discomfort in this process is palpable. He seems to know 

that his ability to walk such a nuanced path is one of privilege – being far enough removed from an atrocity to 

explore it in this way is not something he takes lightly.  

Re-humanization, in this instance, is made easier to swallow because the perpetrators harbor palpable regret for 

their actions, and they use their past to attempt to intervene in the present. While there is a good deal of focus 

on what was going on around them during their time at war – this being a text that explores social and 

intersubjective conditions that make “evil” actions thinkable – these war criminals still claim their actions as their 

own, and express considerable remorse.5 Indeed, they have taken it as their duty to speak out against both war 

itself and the Japanese government’s denial (or minimization) of the atrocities of the Second World War. In a 

sense, this acts as a kind of penance – while they know that their actions may be unforgivable and that there is 

no “undoing" the past, they nonetheless insist upon working to ensure such actions are avoided at all costs in the 

future. Dawes comments repeatedly on their broader anti-militaristic and anti-imperialistic sentiments. At the time 

of some of the interviews, George W. Bush was president of the United States, and Dawes – an American scholar 

– sees their perspective of the past as a kind of warning for the present and future. They frequently remind him of 

the ongoing atrocities in the contemporary world, and his own nation’s complicity in these. Telling their stories 

was, in part, meant to act as a warning – “This is what you are becoming, perhaps have already become.”6  

That is not necessarily to say that this is a redemptive text, however. Rather, Dawes wants his readers to 

understand that the people behind these atrocities, those who participate in actions many of us would – rightfully 

– consider abhorrent, are not monsters. While it may be comforting to think that they are fundamentally different 

from us, he encourages readers to acknowledge that they are every bit as human as all of us. People are 

inevitably behind atrocities, and any human is susceptible to becoming a perpetrator or victim of such atrocities. 

The veterans he interviews are not unique, and so he attempts to probe the difficult question of why certain 

people, under certain circumstances, participate in actions we may call “evil.” What are the conditions for 

making the unthinkable not only perceived as acceptable, but virtuous?  

Humans often want to believe in something bigger than ourselves, and we want to trust in authorities enough to 

be obedient to rulers who (we hope) have our best interests at heart. As well, though we have the capacity for 

cruelty, Dawes insists that this is often something that must be taught – it takes work to make atrocity not only 

thinkable, but doable. He reminds readers that we are inexorably caught up in a complex web of social relations 

and pressures, all of which push and pull our intentions, aspirations, and weaknesses in a variety of directions. 

Moreover, this web is inevitably lodged in a world full of confusion and uncertainty, in which the ever-looming 

threat of potential meaninglessness, deep longing for acceptance, and desires for both unity and division co-

exist within each of us. In a sense, war – as a battle for common meaning – arises out of “the need to believe in 

transcendent things,”7  and fanaticism “clarifies meaning… [and] enables confident action in a bewildering 

                                                             
4 Ibid., 194. 
5 “I am, without argument, truly wrong, and I know this – I am sorry. There’s nothing I could say but that.” Ibid., 13. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid., 105. 
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world.”8 That is to say, in so many wars, people (and particularly young, impressionable people) are presented 

with an organizational identity (the nation, an ideology), and offered monolithic, clear-cut, black-and-white 

value systems which exclude and demonize unfamiliar others, enforce strict hierarchy and authoritarian power 

structures, routinize violence, encourage conformity, dissolve the individual into the group, give permission to do 

the unthinkable, and provide opportunities to advance or excel based on their ability to perfect each of these, 

all bolstered by a narrative of historical mission and utopian possibilities in a deeply unfamiliar context (Dawes 

refers to the latter as the “weirdness” of war, where one is faced with a kind of moral fog, with “new moral 

realities”9). Conditions here are ripe for atrocity. Perhaps, Dawes speculates, participation in evil arises not so 

much out of “who you are,” but “where you are.”10 In the right context, any of us could be swept up in such 

fervor. The systemic nature of violence and the powerful methods of reinforcement used to encourage social 

division reinforce the potency of the pacifistic worldview his interviewees advocate. This is more than a struggle 

against war; it is a struggle for who we are and how we are shaped into individuals who do or do not participate 

in atrocity.  

This is not to say that there is no hope for humanity, though. While Dawes avoids effervescent optimism, he does 

not fall back into a sense of hopelessness or nihilism, either. The above are certainly not the only possible 

conditions under which atrocity can take place, but – just as importantly – not everyone in such conditions will 

commit atrocities. Despite the conditioned-ness of our positions, we are still agents. It may be debatable whether 

or not our will is ever totally “free”; but, in any case, we do still have a will. For some, making the choice to stand 

up and say “no” will carry too high a price; with the confluence of various social and psychological pressures to 

conform that Dawes outlines, he makes absolute condemnation of such bystanders difficult. He wants us to 

understand why such people make the choices they make, but – importantly – to understand is by no means to 

excuse. This understanding, and the critical thinking that necessarily accompanies any investigation of this sort, 

is itself what equips us to potentially make better choices: to be the nay-sayer, the upstander.  

Even with such knowledge, perhaps we may falter; however, without it, faltering seems a near-certainty. Our 

actions may never be perfect – and, sometimes, they may be abhorrent. But, Dawes reminds us, “We don’t have 

to be good to want to be good.”11 In order to understand what it means to be good, we cannot avert our eyes 

from atrocity, nor the people who commit atrocities. If we want to be good, we must be intimately familiar with 

what it means to fall short of such an aspiration, and to understand the mechanisms that can turn people who 

“want to be good” into people who commit horrendous acts. Only honesty about the paradoxes of humanity – 

a firm and stark acknowledgement of all the things of which we are capable, our depths and our heights – will 

provide us the moral, ethical, psychological, and philosophical tools necessary to resist the pressure to conform, 

to render others less-than-human, to obey even those who would have us destroy one another. With an 

approach that is equal parts nuanced, critical, and tender, Evil Men provides readers with a compelling picture 

of such honesty, and a wealth of reflections – both academic and personal – that help us continue thinking 

through and refining our understanding of some of the oldest and most difficult questions of human existence.  

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

2017 has already been an incredibly busy year for ALPHA Education, and we 

could not be more thankful for the interest and support of our community of 

educators, learners, and advocates. With your help, we are reaching more 

people than ever before, as we work together to inspire generations to work 

for justice, peace, and reconciliation.  

                                                             
8 Ibid., 62. 
9 Ibid., 56. 
10 Ibid., 46. 
11 Ibid., 199. 
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